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SUBJECT:  September 2022 Status Report – Chiefs Committee on Charter 
Renewal 

 
DATE: Friday, September 23, 2021 
 
DIRECTOR:  Chair Khelsilem (CCoCR Co-Chair) and National Chief RoseAnne 

Archibald (CCoCR Chair).  
 
SECTOR:  AFN Renewal – Charter Amendments for December 2022  

 
 

SUMMARY: 
• The Charter Renewal Committee is preparing several recommendations that respond 

to urgent needs and gaps of the AFN Charter. The Charter Renewal Committee is 
using the 2005 Renewal Commission Report recommendations as a starting point for 
its recommendations. 

 
PURPOSE:  
• The purpose of this briefing note is to provide an update on the progress of the Chiefs 

Committee on Charter Renewal (“CCoCR”). 

BACKGROUND: 
• The work to renew the Assembly of First Nations is guided by the purpose of the 

Assembly of First Nations to be a national delegated forum for determining and 
harmonizing effective collective and cooperative measures on any subject matter which 
the First Nations delegate for review, study, response, or action, and to advance the 
aspirations of First Nations.  

• Further, the Assembly of First Nations exists to perform and adhere strictly, as a sacred 
trust and duty, to the nature, scope and extent of the delegation granted from time to 
time by First Nations. It also exists to seek, utilize, and distribute resources for the more 
significant benefit of all First Nations in endeavours that are indeed in form and 
substance, national or international in nature and scope and for which delegation has 
been granted by First Nations.  

• The CCoCR was created in July 2017. Over the past years, it has proposed several 
minor changes to the AFN Charter. However, the Chiefs Committee on Charter 
Renewal remains committed to: 
o Assist in developing viable options on AFN restructuring and recommend those 

changes to the First Nations-in-Assembly at an Assembly. 
o Bring forward recommendations based on past work, current work, and future 

reviews through reports and draft resolutions for consideration by the First Nations-
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in-Assembly that will consider amendments to the AFN Charter, policies, and 
procedures as part of this renewal process. 

o Oversee the implementation of reviews of the AFN requested by the First Nations-
in-Assembly that will address financial, operational and governance concerns, and 
explore the advisability and feasibility areas for a forensic audit. 

o Provide direction to staff and consultants on meaningful engagement with the AFN 
community, stakeholders, and First Nations citizens regarding the review processes 
and in developing recommendations for any AFN Charter renewal amendments 
and policy change 

• To date, the Charter Renewal Committee has held four meetings. It met on July 27th, 
August 23rd, September 1st, and September 13th-14th, 2022, for a two-day hybrid 
session in Vancouver, British Columbia. 

 
CURRENT STATUS:  
• The CCoCR is actively meeting and preparing work to bring forward recommendations 

for restructuring the AFN. Work thus far includes: 
o A renewed Terms of Reference based on the mandates given to the CCoCR were 

submitted on September 1st, 2022, to the Executive Committee for consideration 
for approval.  

o Setting a schedule for monthly Committee meetings and a special Committee 
meeting before any Assembly.  

o Assembled a technical working group for the Committee that assists in technical 
reviews & support. 
 

CONSIDERATIONS: 
• CCoCR has prepared twelve draft resolutions which propose quick wins and important 

and innovative changes to the AFN Charter based on recommendations from the 2005 
Renewal Commission Report. 

• The twelve draft resolutions focus on: 
o Corporate Name Change,  
o Statement of Values,  
o AFN Orientation,  
o Participatory Representatives,  
o National Council and AFN Secretariat,  
o Code of Conducts and Office of Auditor General 
o Governance Manual,  
o Election Code,  
o Conflict of Interest,  
o National Policy Forum,  

• Significant work is ahead for First Nations leaders to review, discuss, comment on, and 
consider supporting several recommendations at the December 2022 Special Chiefs 
Assembly. 
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• First Nations-in-Assembly requested CCoCR oversee  
o a financial operations review of AFN financial policies & practices. And make 

recommendations regarding the scope and nature of a forensic audit, not limited to 
anything less than ten years, and 
§ Hire an independent auditor, consistent with the recommendations to the 

nature and scope, and if it is necessary, as determined by the Chiefs 
Committee on Charter Renewal: 

§ Conduct an independent, third-party forensic audit into the previous 10 years 
of financial activity of the FM, with particular attention to recent AFN salary 
payouts and contracts; and 

§ Conduct a digital investigation into alleged reaches of communication of the 
AFN 

§ As a first step, CCoCR will be engaging the services of an independent 
auditor to provide third-party advice to the Committee on understanding audit 
and forensic audit procedures and how to develop the scope of work.  

§ The Committee also intends to look at ways to develop a reasonable, logical, 
and cost-effective way to achieve the mandate of Resolution 03/2022.  

o a governance review testing the effectiveness and performance of AFN’s 
governance structures in achieving the AFN’s purpose, review policies and 
processes with respect to transparency, accountability, and reporting to the AFN 
Executive Committee on contracts awarded, and make recommendations with 
respect to potential governance models which distinguish and clarify political versus 
administrative roles and responsibilities. 

o It also mandated CCoCR work with the Investigative Review Panel on Ending 
Sexual Orientation and Gender-Based Discrimination. 

• CCoCR is developing a Project Plan for a comprehensive review of AFN Governance & 
Operations. This AFN Governance & Operations Review will inform the parameters for 
forensic audit investigation. CCoCR will seek external funding to hire external third 
parties to conduct the review. 

• The AFN Governance & Operations Review will include interviews with key decision-
makers and participants of AFN administration, committees, and working groups to 
identify high-priority areas of concern. AFN Governance & Operations is the first step to 
supporting the request for forensic audit investigation. 

 
Recommendations/Next Steps:  
1) First Nations members of the AFN review the draft Charter Amendments to be released 

by October 4th, 2022 and provide comments by November 4th, 2022 to renewal@afn.ca. 
2) Be prepared to consider various changes to the AFN structure to improve the AFN. 

AFN LINKAGES:  
• 2005 Charter Renewal Commission Report 

• Resolution 5-2017, Resolution 13-2020, Resolution 11-2021, Resolution 2-2022, and 
Resolution 3-2022, 

ATTACHMENTS:  
1. Letter re: Chiefs Committee on Charter Renewal Committee Report dated Wednesday 

September 21, 2022 


